SOFTLINES
INLINE INSPECTION FOR GARMENTS
Extra assurance for every retailer and brand
Leveraging our expertise in garment inspection and deep knowledge of the industry, we have enhanced our During Production Inspection service offering to include Inline Inspection, which incorporates an advisory component to drive improvement, ensuring the quality of your garments meets your requirements.

**Inline Inspection explained**
Working as your eyes in the factories, our well-trained Inline Inspection inspectors examine not only finished products like our During Production Inspection, but also semi-finished products to assure quality of the whole production batch.

To maximize the assurance of your product quality, corrective action plans are developed as part of our Inline Inspection and delivered on-site at the factory during the closing interview for the factory’s implementation in remaining production cycles.

In addition to providing valuable insights on product quality improvement, our inspectors will also conduct housekeeping, social compliance and safety visual check during their tours inside factories. Inspectors will also to the best of their knowledge and effort check for sub-contractors to further protect the integrity of your corporate image.

**Quality assured**
As the retail industry becomes increasingly competitive, our Inline Inspection delivers the assurance you need to navigate this complex landscape. Inline Inspection services help you:

- Ensure quality improvement during the manufacturing stage
- Enhance product quality with Intertek inspector’s in-depth knowledge and experience of garment manufacturing
- Minimize defects and shipment rejection, as well as cost of re-production, in final production
- Protect brand image and enhance customer loyalty

**Capabilities in key markets**
While Intertek possesses more than 1,000 inspectors in over 35 locations, we have hand-picked key garment manufacturing sites for our Inline Inspection services.

Currently Inline Inspection is available at:
- Bangladesh
- Brazil
- Bulgaria
- China
- India
- Indonesia
- Pakistan
- Poland
- Taiwan
- Vietnam

---

**FOR MORE INFORMATION**

**Americas**
- +1 800 WORLD LAB
- intcenter@intertek.com

**Asia**
- +86 21 5339 7627
- +86 755 2602 0550
- inspection.china@intertek.com

**Europe**
- +44 1942 265 700
- consumergoods.uk@intertek.com

[intertek.com/textiles/inspection]